



































































































































We have have established a holomorphic

isomorphism between the Reimannsurfaces

Cyr and Va Recall that historically
to was introduced as a way ofdealing with
the elliptic integral f.dz
or the corresponding integral

JEW
on the surface w QE

We will now aborerthat the map
u Plus Plus dues more It establishes

an isomorphism from thepairclip with
the bud t found and the surface Vo with
the holomorphic 1 form dew

Cutewe arewritingthe variable oud as u

rather than a






































































































































Translationatlas Lol l farm

Prop ft Eu du

Prof of Eu Edt cw

d G I
cus

d PCD EauPEDdu
Pcu Pku
P e

P'I
du

Recall that bud I forms were introduced
to give us a theory of integration on Reimann
surfaces Havingestablished a correspondence
between 1 forms on Riemannsurfaces we also

get a correspondence between integration
problems






































































































































Integration an Qh is relatively straightforward
ft's disinas it

we
µ

du key we have a path r

au Qu 8 lab CHA

tr a air
We can lift it to
toQ e F Ca b

du so that too 8
This lift is not unique

Twoliftsdifferby a

decktransformation
unsutt for teh

du fgdu G de Taft Jib Kd

but thatdungingthe lift gives toastx Concasta Fa F

Whathappenswhen we integrate over a loop in the

town






































































































































o

t In this case 561 8catty

1
for some h So

Jgdu Jydu Fcb Ica

thatX Ica

x

to the integral wr anyloop gives an elementofh
Theconverse is also true for anyelementofA
there is a loop r ar that f du x
Proof Grieux choose TH H for tea D Then
define 8Lts to be to8Ct We get fgdu ggdu Jas Ico a oh

Now we take the insights gainedbylookingat integration in the torus and applythem
to integration ofthefour Ew ow Va






































































































































Prop A FEE ria a loop in Va

Proof au Va is a holomorphic
bijection

Guier a loop x in Va then there is
a loop 8 c aln r E on which umps to it

SEE foe DE SIEGE fgu e A

conversely givenany A there is a loop

axe14h with Sadu x so letting a Eor we

get fEw Sadie a

Given a curve Vo we can determine which
lattice it comes frombyintegrating dE
Sevin h we can determine which Vo it

corresponds to byaalculatinggo go






































































































































Proposition The inverse of the
holomorphicbijection

oI Hr Va

is givenby p Planting of
E ip At f Eu qa o4Cosa

Proof ft para Note that we bune not

apiafid a path on the right hand side
Say we choose twopaths84Kfromcos a top then

EE f Ew So Ew th w

un

lump
the result is well defined modulo elements

of A Nowif we think of as beingtheapnea

of coset pet then the integrationmap is well

defined






































































































































fuppose El Huo p and 8 la b Va is a path

from Cosis top Then I 48 is a path
in 01h from Ato to Huo It I be a liftof a
tool so that 2cal 0 how I b wraps to p in en ao

it luretheformpH for some aah

SEE I
toys da

f du
Tcb Tca CptA O E piA






































































































































Note that integration on Va is prettyconcrete

EEF

choose a square root of Wo Tokay then as long
as 8 does not gothrough the zerosofQ we can

lift this branch of the came to Va and consider

wolt QF Thus we can integrate f dw

Recall our constructionof Reimannsurface
structures on boundariesofpolyhedra in 1123

7i






































































































































First step was to construct polygons'Ein

Q and Corientationpreserving isometries 4

from the P to the facesof the polyhedron
Certain pairsofpolyhedra leave the propertythat YIP and Yelpa meet alongedges
We can then make a topological model of
our surface by torching identifications
of appropriate edgesof the Pick

If we identify appropriateedgesofthe Pj we

get a topological undel You

We then built an attire Chartsat non vertex
points compatible with thegeometryof ups
Clientsat vertexpointe leavefour est n related
to the cone angle

Note that our construction is a little
more abstract than we admitted

We can stent iorth polygons in the plane






































































































































and glue by isometries of edges to
build a Riemann surface even if the
original polygons do not come from
theboundaryof a polyhedron ink

Oneof these abstract situations arises
in connection with the WeierstrassfunctionP




